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Worldwide, people use online health fora 
to share insights and look for answers

�2https://connect.mayoclinic.org/discussion/ive-discovered-that-finding-relief-from-ibs-is-like-finding-a-needle

I’ve discovered that finding relief from IBS is like 
finding a needle in a haystack. I am still searching. 
My faith is what is getting me through each day. I 
am listing all the things that I have done or tried. 
Maybe it will be someones needle in the haystack: 
Upper GI, Colonoscopy, Vaginal ultrasound, 
Gluten and food allergy test, Gallbladder 
ultrasound, Stomache scoped, Abdominal CT 
scan, Dicyclomine, Pro-biotics, Colestipol…
Glutten Free Diet and Specal Carb Diet. Let me 
know if any of these help you.



Scientists and people can learn from 
and help each other
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People’s insights can help 
scientists discover novel ideas

Scientific research can better inform 
people’s discussions

 Allen B Weisse. 2012. Self-experimentation and its role in medical research. From the Texas Heart Institute of St. Luke’s Episcopal Hospital, Texas Children’s Hospital  39, 1. 
https://www.reddit.com/r/tDCS/comments/6epvs8/researchers_invent_new_method_for_noninvasive
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Understanding the human microbiome 
requires insights into people’s lifestyles

[Flegr et al. 1996] Induction of changes in human behaviour by the parasitic protozoan Toxoplasma gondii. Flegr J1, Zitková S, 
Kodym P, Frynta D. Parasitology 1996.
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americangut.org
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UC San Diego’s American Gut is the world’s 
largest microbiome citizen science project

1: Create an online account and 
support the project

2: Send in your fecal/oral/skin samples using 
AGP provided swabs

americangut.org
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Participants generate hypotheses by 
looking at the data

      Is my data point unique  
      because 
1. My diet is vegetarian? 
2. I am of Indian descent? 
3. I grew up in India?

americangut.org
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Fecal transplants help improve 
C.Difficile condition

Ill-advised fecal transplants 
can do long-term harm

Scientists and people can learn from and 
help each other (microbiome edition)

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/02/health/fecal-transplants-bacteria-antibiotics.html 
http://www.newsweek.com/diy-fecal-transplants-are-dangerous-and-could-transmit-hiv-doctors-warn-810003



Personalized medicine at scale needs 
insights from people’s lived experiences
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  Scientific domains that are 

Nascent       Experts know little 
Contextual Huge individual differences 
Motivating People care

Genomics 
23andme

Microbiome  
American Gut



How might people’s situated knowledge 
supplement ivory-tower science? One 
instance: Misophonia genetic markers
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1. Crowds share unique 
observations

2. Scientists add this to the 
survey

3. Scientists unearth 
novel knowledge

https://www.23andmeforums.com/discussion/comment/19190#Comment_19190



Vision: Enable internet-scale personally-meaningful 
scientific work by building online learning systems
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Domain-specific knowledge improves work quality 
+ Summarize current research 
+ Focus on novel ideas 



Vision: Enable internet-scale personally-meaningful 
scientific work by building online learning systems
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Domain-specific knowledge improves work quality 
+ Summarize current research 
+ Focus on novel ideas 

Diversity and scale improve odds of success 
+ Guard against individual shortcomings  
+ Mitigate against groupthink



Vision: Enable internet-scale personally-meaningful 
scientific work by building online learning systems
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From intuitions/folk theories.. (CHI 2017)
..to hypotheses (Docent: Learn-Train-Ask: L@S 2018)

..to experiments (Galileo: Self-organized crowd expts)

 
 



Step 1: Learn about probiotics + the 
microbiome

Reflect on lifestyle by 
answering basic questions 
about probiotics use



Step 1: Learn about probiotics + the 
microbiome

Watch a 4-minute lecture 
that synthesize current 
research about probiotics



Step 2: Train to frame useful questions

�16Learn

Understand what 
makes a question 
useful



�17Learn

Use the 
criteria when 
adding a 
question

Step 2: Train to frame useful questions



Step 3: Ask questions of people

�18Learn Train Ask
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Gut Instinct enables different contribution 
mechanisms

Add follow-on questions Discuss questions and responses Receive scientific feedback



Between-subjects experiment (N=344) 
for Learn and Train w/ 2x2 factorial study

H1 Access to learning 
improves 
question’s content 

H2 Just-in-time 
training improves 
question’s structure

�20Neither

Train

Learn

Both

Method



Question quality coded by blind, independent 
raters with microbiome expertise (max 5 points)

Content 
Insightful: Does the question & discussion link to 
existing knowledge of the microbiome? 
Novel: Is there a chance the world will learn 
something? 

Structure 
Answerable: Is it a question about the participant? 
Specific: Does it ask about only one topic? 
 
Creativity 
Is it reasonably interesting/ creative?

Measures



Question quality coded by blind, independent 
raters with microbiome expertise (max 5 points)

Content 
Insightful: Does the question & discussion link to 
existing knowledge of the microbiome? 
Novel: Is there a chance the world will learn 
something? 

Structure 
Answerable: Is it a question about the participant? 
Specific: Does it ask about only one topic? 
 
Creativity 
Is it reasonably interesting/ creative?

High-Quality 
Have you ever eaten raw pumpkin 
seeds to eliminate parasites? 
(Content: 1, Structure: 2,  
Creativity: 1) 

Medium-quality 
Do you get constipated when 
stressed? (Content: 0.5, Structure: 
2, Creativity: 0.5) 
 
Low-quality 
Does day of the week influence 
good vs. bad microbiota?(Content: 
0, Structure: 1, Creativity: 0)

Measures

https://github.com/vineetp13/docent-las2018-data-scripts



The combined Learn-Train condition produces 
better questions (N=344)
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Learn-Train improves 
question quality: Permutation 
test with 10,000 replications;
95% CI [-24.5, 24.5],  
p <.05
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The combined Learn-Train condition produces 
better questions (N=344)
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Learning improves 
content:  
M=0.06 vs. M=0.11; 
95% CI [-9, 9], p <.05
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The combined Learn-Train condition produces 
better questions (N=344)
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Training marginally 
improves structure:  
M= 0.21 vs. M= 0.29;  
95% CI [-9.5, 9.5],  
p  <.06
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The combined Learn-Train condition produces 
better questions (N=344)
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• Learn-Train improves 
question quality 

• Learning improves content 
• Training marginally 

improves structure
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Why did Learning and Training help?
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• Content learning engaged people 
• more time -> more questions 
• more ideas -> more questions  

• Tight integration of training with question asking 
• reminder of the goal (focus on one topic + answerable) 
• makes it easy to edit in-place



399 hypotheses, 75 considered novel by experts;  
Lead users are best with need-intensive problems
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Personal Insights provide Novel Hypotheses 
Does consuming probiotics reduce your sugar 
cravings? 
How often to do you consume bone broth? Do 
you have better bowel movements? 
Is yogurt better for your gut at room 
temperature? 

 
Most Questions contained Known Facts 
How often do you consume fermented foods? 
Have you ever tried doing intermittent fasting?

Common themes

Fermented 
Food

Medicine

Diet style

Exercise



Diversity in roles: technical interventions are 
scalable, social interventions are powerful
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Role and Actions 
Leader: Add questions, 
answer & edit others’ 
questions, add follow-
ups, discuss 
Helper: Add & answer 
questions, add follow-
ups 
Participator: Answer 
questions 
Lurker: Add questions 
but no collaborative work 
Dropout: Add a 
question; never return

Users

Questions

Answers

Collab work
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Vision: Enable internet-scale personally-meaningful 
scientific work by building online learning systems
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From intuitions/folk theories.. (CHI 2017)
..to hypotheses (Docent: Learn-Train-Ask: L@S 2018)

..to experiments (Galileo: Self-organized crowd expts)

 
 
 
 

galileo-ucsd.org



Gut Instinct now supports community designed-
review-run experiments to test intuitions!
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Gut Instinct now supports community designed-
review-run experiments to test intuitions!
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How might we crystallize intuitions to create 
personally-meaningful scientific knowledge?

System 
 
Technique 
 
Key Result

 
 
Learn-Train-Ask 
 
Integrating conceptual learning with task-
specific training improves question quality

gutinstinct.ucsd.edu


